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Abstract
Functional programming is a paradigm that emphasizes avoiding shared mutable state. Compared to imper-
ative programming, which focuses more on how the runtime state should be updated to perform a computa-
tion, functional programming adopts a more declarative syntax that highlights what the computation should
achieve without involving mutable state. Since functional programming differs from imperative programming,
programmers might adopt different debugging strategies in functional programming. However, how program-
mers debug in functional languages remains under-explored. As an initial step, we interviewed four expert
functional programmers to gain insight into how they debug in Haskell, a popular functional programming
language. Our preliminary findings show that while debugging strategies for Haskell are similar to strategies
for other languages, some features of Haskell and functional programming introduce challenges to using these
debugging strategies. Informed by the findings, we call for future work that gains more understanding of how
debugging is done in Haskell and functional programming in general, and explores design opportunities for
usable debugging aids in this domain.
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1 Introduction
Functional programming emphasizes avoiding shared mutable state. Therefore, it frees programmers
from worrying about state changes [1]. Hughes further argued that functional programming leads to
well-structured programs and delivers benefits to constructing large, complex software [2].

Functional programming is different from imperative programming, which calls for code that
specifies mutations in runtime state. Because of the difference, one might wonder whether debugging
in functional programming requires different strategies than debugging in imperative programming.
However, while there has been a fruitful line of research in how debugging is performed with imperative
languages [3]–[6] and how programmers interact with debugging aids [6]–[10], little about debugging
is known in the context of functional languages [11], [12]. In addition, some functional programming
languages allow for lazy evaluation or laziness, which delays the evaluation of an expression until
its value is needed, and results in efficiency in execution but nondeterminism in the order of code
execution [13]. Even though laziness is a major feature of not only functional languages but also
imperative languages such as R [14], while Hall and O’Donnell discussed how laziness might impede
the use of conventional debugging techniques for lazy languages [15], [16], we are not aware of any
empirical evidence to date on how laziness might affect debugging.

To understand what debugging strategies are employed in functional programming and whether
the unique features of functional programming affect debugging, as a first step, we interviewed four
expert Haskell programmers about their past experience in debugging Haskell programs. We chose
Haskell as the subject of study due to the following reasons: (1) it is similar to other functional
languages [17]; (2) it was rated as the second most popular functional language as of May 2022
(almost as popular as Scala) [18]; and (3) it is the only functional language with default laziness. Our
study intends to address the following research questions:

RQ1: What strategies do people use to debug in Haskell?
RQ2: What distinguishes debugging in Haskell from debugging in other languages?

Our preliminary findings suggest that while debugging strategies for Haskell are similar to strategies
for other languages, some features of Haskell and functional programming cause challenges in adopting
these debugging strategies. Guided by the results, at the end of the paper we also call for future work
that collects more evidence about how debugging is done in Haskell and functional programming in
general, and explores the design space for usable debugging aids in this domain.
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Table 1. Sumary of participants’ demographics.
For the column Types of Haskell Experience, “Personal” refers to Personal Side Projects.

Participant Occupation
Years of Programming
Experience

Years of Haskell
Experience

Types of Haskell
Experience

P1
Undergraduate
Student

8 - 9 years 8 years
Personal, Class,
Open Source

P2
Ph.D
Student

17 years 13 years
Research, Personal,
Class, Teaching

P3
Ph.D.
Student

14 years 10 years
Research, Personal,
Teaching

P4
Ph.D.
Student

10 years 5 years
Research, Personal,
Industry

2 Methodology
To gain insight into how expert Haskell programmers debug, we interviewed four participants (three
male, one female).
Recruitment. We recruited participants from students in the Computer Science and Engineering de-
partment of our institution. We screened participants based on their self-reported Haskell experience
and their answers to a 15-minute Haskell proficiency survey. The survey questions included tasks of
code comprehension, writing, and debugging, and some questions about Haskell types, monads, and
higher order functions. All of our participants had at least five years of experience in Haskell and an-
swered every question correctly. Each particpant was compensated with $15 for completing the study.
Participants. We interviewed four participants: three graduate students (P2, P3, P4) and one
undergraduate student (P1). P1 took a graduate-level Haskell course, P2 and P3 have been teaching
assistants for a graduate-level Haskell course several times, and P4 had two industry experiences in
Haskell. All four participants were first exposed to imperative languages, but Haskell was the first
functional language they learned. Further demographics are summarized in Table 1. Three of the
interviews were conducted in person (P1, P3 and P4) and one using Zoom (P2).
Procedure. Participants were asked to complete a 45-minute semi-structured interview. We di-
vided our questions into three categories: programming background, sentiments towards functional
programming and Haskell, and Haskell debugging experience. For each category we had a list of
questions, and the interviewers were allowed to ask questions out of order or ask follow-up questions.
The questions were formulated according to the research questions and attempted to identify both
the causes of the difficulties participants faced during debugging and possible solutions that address
them. Specifically, the questions in the last category focused on anecdotal examples of Haskell bugs,
strategies to approaching Haskell bugs, prior experience with Haskell debugging tools, and desires for
additional Haskell debugging support. All of the interviews were done by the first two authors. After
the interview, each participant was asked to complete a short demographics survey.
Data Collection. The data collected from each participant consisted of an audio recording of the
interview and demographics information from the post survey, which included the participant’s gender,
details of their programming experience, and math background. We transcribed the audio recordings
using a transcription service. The transcribers were provided with a domain-specific glossary including
but not limited to: Haskell, recursion, OCaml, IDE, and GHCi [19]. Afterwards the first two authors
manually went through the final transcripts and corrected any discrepancies they found, seeking to
minimize transcription error.
Analysis. To analyze the data, we conducted a thematic analysis [20]. The first two authors con-
structed codes using a bottom-up approach, making sure they agreed upon every code. They then
derived and iterated on themes from the codes. We concluded our analysis with several themes, which
we report as paragraph titles in Sec. 3.
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3 Results
We elaborate on how our findings may address our research questions (RQs), and, from the find-
ings, derive hypotheses to be validated in future research. In general, we hypothesized that Haskell
programmers consider seven main strategies when debugging, and that some features of Haskell and
functional programming impede the execution of these debugging strategies.

3.1 RQ1: Debugging Strategies for Haskell
To understand the debugging processes participants used when debugging Haskell programs, we asked
the participants to walk us through a recent debugging session in Haskell. We asked them what
strategies they used to locate and find the specific bug(s) in the given scenario, and followed up
with questions of whether they used similar approaches for other debugging sessions in Haskell they
had encountered. Although the bugs reported by the participants occurred in scenarios ranging from
pretty-printing the content of a directory (P4) to implementing language interpreters (P3), we found
that their debugging processes consisted of seven main strategies, which we describe below.
Running Program with Test Inputs. All participants suggested that after some code was written,
the first reaction was usually to run the code against some test inputs, although some test inputs
that depend on user input are hard to replicate. A test input, for example, could be one simple test
case that the programmer assumes to cover all parts of the program to be tested (P1, P2, P3), or a
test suite already written by other programmers if the code comes with starter code or is part of a
collaborative codebase (P4). This step could be repeated during the debugging process, and P2 would
specifically “[try] to make a minimal example of the input that would trigger the bug.” However, P1
mentioned that it is generally hard to automate and replicate test inputs for I/O events.
Forming or Updating Mental Models. Participants claimed that they only started to thoroughly
reason about (or update, if they were already in the middle of debugging) their mental models of
the program execution until after they obtained some results from running the program. P1 explicilty
mentioned that they would “look at the result, look at [their] code, [and] try to understand why [they]
got [the run results].” Note that in our study, all participants reflected upon scenarios of debugging
code written by themselves. It is possible that some vague mental model of program execution might
have been already made simultaneously when the code was being written, as Katz and Anderson
suggested [11]. We do not have enough data to explain whether such a vague mental model existed
before the debugging session starts, which we leave to future work.
Singling out and Running Faulty Segments. To identify the locations of the faults [21], participants
mentioned that they could pull out problematic subcomponents of the program and rerun the same
test inputs against them until the fault(s) were found, but the approach would better work with code
written separating concerns (P1, P4). P1 further pointed out that it is generally hard to separate
and run faulty code that is part of some monadic code. Participants also used different approaches
to test these segregated functions against the test inputs. P1, P3 and P4 would load the functions
into GHCi [22], a REPL for Haskell, although P4 would rather rerun the whole program than using
GHCi when the program came with a set of well-setup test cases. P2 did not use GHCi as much and
usualy “just [compiled] and then [ran] the actual program.
Adding Code to Print. Participants suggested that they would sometimes add code for printing to
reveal intermediate values that might go against their expectations, but printing is difficult in Haskell.
Listing 1 shows the definition of a function makeEven that takes an argument n, and Listing 2 and
Listing 3 illustrate how the code should be modified (highlighted in yellow) to print out the argument
at the beginning of the function. Before printing, the expression has to be a Show instance, for which
a show function (that creates a string representation of the instance) needs to be implemented. In
our example, the expression n is an Int type, which is already a Show instance. Listing 2 shows one
approach to print n: one could call print n, which is equivalent to putStrLn (show n) [23], with
the premise that the code that calls print n is an IO action. Listing 3 shows another approach
using functions such as trace from the Debug.Trace library [24]. Either approach of printing in
Haskell requires the programmer to first ensure that the expression to be printed is a Show instance
and implement the show function for it if needed, then decide between using (1) print, which may
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ask for additional refactoring for the code to produce an IO, or (2) functions from the Debug.Trace
library, which requires no IO actions but proper insertions of those trace calls. As such, we find
printing in Haskell to be tedious, requiring a non-trivial amount of code insertion that results in code
refactoring, as is confirmed by most participants (P1, P2, P3).

makeEven : : I n t −> I n t
makeEven n =

case ( even n ) o f
True −> n
F a l s e −> n+1

Listing 1. Without printing.

makeEven : : I n t −> IO Int
makeEven n =

do
print n
ca se ( even n ) o f

True −> return n
F a l s e −> return ( n+1)

Listing 2. Printing with print.

import Debug.Trace

makeEven : : I n t −> I n t
makeEven n =

trace (show n) $
ca se ( even n ) o f

True −> n
F a l s e −> n + 1

Listing 3. Printing with trace.

Forming an Explanation for the Fault. Based on the results they saw from testing faulty segments
of the program or printing intermediate values, participants would attempt to explain to themselves
what resulted in the overall faulty behavior. While this step seems straightforward, participants said
that the mental reasoning occurred purely in their heads, and they would need to “[think] about it really
hard until [figuring] out what the problem was.” (P2) P1 deemed the process as “re-understanding
the problem” that the code intended to solve, and if the process failed, “we cry a little,” said P3.
Attempting Fixes. Although not directly mentioned by the participants, their description of the
debugging process suggested that they would attempt to fix the code based on their hypotheses of
what caused the fault(s). To confirm that their fixes work as expected, they would run the full program
with the test inputs they had used, and repeat the rest of the process to “iteratively improve [the
code] until [they] actually get it to the point where it produces the right output.” (P4)
Using External Resources. Apart from the steps involved in debugging, participants also reflected
on their use of external resources when debugging. All participants said that they used one main form
of external resource when debugging: documentation for library functions that were part of their code.
P1 further stated that unofficial resources such as StackOverflow would be useless when debugging,
while acknowledging its usefulness in code authoring. As for external Haskell tooling, all participants
commented on existing Haskell debugging tools (more in Sec. 3.2), P4 mentioned ghcid [25], which
automates re-compilation every time the code is modified, and P1 and P4 claimed the usefulness of
the Haskell Language Server [26], which provides more information through program analysis that
could facilitate debugging.

Hypothesis: Haskell programmers consider seven main strategies when debugging: running
program with test inputs, forming/updating mental model, singling out and running faulty
segments, adding code to print, forming an explanation for the fault, attempting fixes, and
using external resources.

3.2 RQ2: Debugging in Haskell vs. Other Languages
Based on our interviews, we identified four key features that distinguish debugging in Haskell from
debugging in other languages: laziness, the lack of good debugging support, the type system, and the
declarative syntax and abstractions.
Laziness. Participants felt that the presence of laziness complicates debugging in Haskell. Laziness
allows the evaluation of an expression to be delayed until it is needed, and benefits performance
optimization (detailed in Sec. 5). It is default in Haskell but optional in other functional languages.
The default laziness in Haskell makes it difficult for even experienced programmers to predict program
behavior during development [17]. In addition, insertions of code for printing expression values can
cause code evaluation order to vary significantly from one run to the next. For example, our example
in Listings 1, 2, and 3 shows that without printing, the evaluation of n is not needed until even n is
called (Listing 1), but printing n forces its evaluation (Listings 2 and 3) and thus changes the order of
evaluation. Our participants experienced similar struggles during debugging. Indeed, laziness “makes
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figuring out what [is] going wrong much less straightforward than [one] would like it to be” (P2) and
prevents programmers from “stepping straight through a program” (P3), causing a mismatch between
programmers’ expectations of order of evaluation and the reality. P4 mentioned an existing mechanism
to enforce non-lazy evaluation, but doing so brings in the risk of changing the overall behavior of the
entire program, while non-lazy evaluation is only needed for specific debugging scenarios.

Despite struggling with laziness when debugging, all participants appreciated laziness in develop-
ment for its help with performance (P3) especially when the code involves data structures that contain
thunks (P1), which are subroutines used for lazy evaluation [27]. Therefore, instead of eliminating
laziness, all participants expressed a desire for debugging support that handles laziness better. To
better handle laziness in debugging, one solution is to show the existence of initialized but unevaluated
structures (P1, P3), and another is to show the progress of lazy evaluations on partially evaluated
data structures (P1).

Hypothesis: While default laziness is appreciated in development, in debugging it makes
it challenging to predict the order of execution especially when printing is used, and causes
confusion.

Lack of Good Debugging Support. All participants stated that Haskell has exceptionally bad
debugging support, which further distinguishes it from other languages regarding debugging. Despite
having extensive Haskell experience, participants have only heard of the GHCi debugger [19] even
though other debuggers exist (e.g., Hat [28]). Only two participants (P1, P3) have used the GHCi
debugger [19] (the most recent attempt in an imperative-style debugger) and two were dissuaded from
using it by their peers (P2) and managers (P4). P1 and P3 reported that people without sufficient
expertise with the debugger would find it very difficult to use and that the debugger would not improve
their debugging experience. P1 considered the step-wise experience offered by the GHCi debugger to
be unintuitive. They suggested that showing how the code has been executed step-by-step only helps
when the code is imperative, which is not the case for a Haskell program, and so “linearizing [the
execution of non-imperative code] in some arbitrary way and then stepping through that is not helping
you.” Participants also mentioned that the GHCi debugger either does not give enough information
about the program or gives information that is too fine-grained to be helpful. For example, P1 stated
that the GHCi debugger would show that the execution had reached inside a bind function, but this
information does not help resolving faults in the program.

Reflecting on their experience with debuggers for imperative languages, participants wished to have
similar debugging support in functional programming in general: the ability to pause and terminate
the program execution (P4), to enforce the order of execution (all participants), and to step through
the execution (all participants). Although a survey of existing imperative debugging tools is beyond
the scope of our study, participants were even slightly unsatisfied with the level of control provided
by existing debuggers for imperative languages. P4 particularly would rather use printing mechanisms
instead of debuggers to debug regardless of the paradigm. Nonetheless, in functional programming,
all participants claimed that they would use a debugger if better debugging support were available,
especially one that could help them visualize lazy execution.

Hypothesis: Haskell programmers tend not to use debuggers despite their existence, pos-
sibly due to their steep learning curve and potential lack of usability. There is a desire for
better debugging support for Haskell that allows for more control in debugging.

Type System. Participants also suggested that Haskell’s strong type system distinguishes debugging
in Haskell from debugging in other (typed) languages in that the type system both aids and impedes
debugging. On the one hand, the type system catches some errors at compile time, allowing partic-
ipants to quickly iterate and refine their implementations before running the program. This finding
matches existing literature [29]. In fact, participants do not consider resolving type errors to be part
of the debugging process but view it as part of the development. P3 particularly stated when writing
code, they “always [hit] type errors and fix them” while debugging is a separate process that does not
involve type errors. On the other hand, type errors are not always intuitive. After years of experience,
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participants no longer struggle with compiler error messages but acknowledge that the learning curve
for Haskell compile error messages was very steep.

Furthermore, Haskell supports custom types, the implementation of which could come with code
inserted by the compiler. Nevertheless, the type system might impose additional burden on the
programmer when implementing custom types, and even cause the compiler-inserted code to introduce
unexpected bugs. First, the type system enforces that the custom types become Show instances so
that printing mechanisms can be applied when needed (detailed in Sec. 3.1), forcing the programmer
to extend the existing implementation of custom types before the instances can be printed during
debugging (P3). Second, P2 pointed out that while the compiler can, based on type inference,
automatically generate some functions for custom data types of which the instances could be None,
these functions crash when called on the None instances, causing more defects for the programmer
to resolve. Finally, P4 mentioned that sometimes passing type checks lured them into a false sense
of security, as their confidence with Haskell’s strong type system could lead to the false assumption
that passing compilation checks guarantees being free of logical and runtime errors. Participants’
comments on how Haskell’s type system affects their debugging experience suggest the following:

Hypothesis: The Haskell type system can be a double-edged sword in debugging, and even
expertise with the type system is not sufficient for the programmer to fully leverage its
benefits.

The Declarative Syntax and Abstractions. When asked how debugging in Haskell differs from an
imperative context, participants appreciated the declarative syntax and support for abstractions of
Haskell, but they stated that these features bring challenges to debugging. They believed that their
observations can be generalized to other functional languages.

Participants liked that Haskell’s declarative syntax and support for abstractions help them focus
on what to achieve in the program as opposed to how to achieve the steps. These features make
functional programming in general “a more natural way to write programs” because it “matches up
with how [one thinks] about solving problems” without forcing them to consider “the mechanics of
how to do things.” (P2)

However, Haskell’s declarative syntax and support for abstractions eliminate from the code how
the program achieves its output. When debugging, participants said that they do want to see how the
computations are done, but such information is not available in code written in functional languages
including Haskell, which carry a declarative syntax. P3 frequently asked themselves a question when
debugging: “how did I get here?” P1 also pointed out that the lines of code written in an imperative
language “correspond to [their] intuitive breakdown of how [the code] does stuff,” while in a functional
language “their understanding of. . . the fundamental pieces” are not embedded in the code.

In addition, code readability is critical for comprehension and thus debugging [30], but partici-
pants worried that Haskell’s abstractions (e.g., Algebraic Data Types and Typeclasses) reduce code
readability and thus impede debugging. P4 particularly disliked the reduced code readability caused
by abstractions, as one would need to keep track of the specifications of any abstractions they cre-
ated somewhere in their working memory, such as “single line functions that do incredibly non-trivial
things. . . in 80 characters,” which was echoed by P3. To alleviate the additional burden on their work-
ing memory when working with abstractions, P1 and P2 used meaningful names for type constructors
(e.g., data LeafOrNode a = Leaf | Node (LeafOrNode a) a (LeafOrNode a) that represents
a binary tree) to embed some, if not all, of the abstracted information. Still, additional effort is re-
quired to cope with Haskell’s abstractions, and the extra load it takes on the working memory would
only lead to more frustration in debugging.

Hypothesis: While Haskell’s declarative syntax and support for abstractions provide bene-
fits in code authoring, they can also impede debugging.

3.3 Threats to Validity
Our work is a step towards a more thorough investigation, and the preliminary results imply hypotheses
that need to be validated in future work to further address the following threats to validity:
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Participants. We recruited a small sample of participants from the same department of one institution,
all of whom are currently students. We mitigated this limitation of recruitment by only recruiting and
screening expert Haskell programmers with a variety of experience in the language, who provided us
with a valuable first peek into debugging in Haskell leveraging their past experience.
Study Setup. We only gathered anecdotes of debugging code written by the participants themselves
but not code written by others, while debugging code written by others might lead to a different
debugging experience than debugging their own code [5], [11], [31]. We leave it to the future work
for addressing this limitation. The findings are also based on participants’ reflection on their past
debugging experience, the details of which could be missing or inaccurate, bringing noise to the data
collected. To alleviate the threat, the interviewers asked follow-up questions when they felt that
clarifications on the anecdotes were necessary.

4 Discussion
Our findings show that Haskell programmers use several approaches to resolve bugs, and consult
external resources when needed to facilitate the debugging process. The findings indicate that, when
debugging their own code, strategies adopted by expert Haskell programmers are similar to strategies
mentioned in the literature [3], [5], [11], [32]: programmers use an isolation-based strategy [31],
making/updating assumptions of bug locations and causes using the information obtained from the
edit-run cycles [33] (which includes results from printing and consulting external resources), attempting
fixes based on the assumptions, and iterating this process until the bugs are resolved. Connections
with existing literature suggest that when debugging Haskell programs, programmers consider similar
strategies to the debugging strategies used for other languages. Nevertheless, our preliminary study
only reveals that programmers adopt these debugging strategies individually but does not suggest
the ordering of these strategies, while existing literature indicates that the use of some strategies
depends on the results of using other strategies. We leave it to future work to gather more evidence
to synthesize a full picture of the debugging workflow of Haskell programs and how the strategies
interact with one another in the workflow.

Furthermore, our study reveals several features of Haskell that impede the execution of some of
the identified debugging strategies. While both our participants and respondents of the 2005 GHC
survey [19], [34] pointed out that debugging in Haskell is challenging due to its laziness, lack of good
debugging support, and type system, our participants further found Haskell’s declarative syntax and
support for abstractions confusing when debugging, which also applies to other functional languages.
In particular, abstractions can be powerful when carefully crafted, but programmers might need to
remember additional information regarding the components that have been abstracted, which adds
to the difficulty in debugging. Future research is needed to further understand the challenges in
debugging that are caused by language- and paradigm-dependent factors, in Haskell and functional
programming in general.

5 Related Work
5.1 Functional Programming and Haskell

Functional programming is a paradigm that emphasizes avoiding shared mutable state. Example func-
tional programming languages include Lisp [35], OCaml [36], and Haskell [37]. Hughes further argued
that the paradigm results in well-structured programs, which is beneficial for building complex software
[2]. As such, functional programming has gained popularity in both academia and industry [38].

Haskell is a functional language that first appeared in 1990 [39], rated as the second most popular
functional language as of May 2022 [18]. Hudak et al. provided an extensive review of its history,
technicalities, tooling, and impact [17]. Laziness or lazy evaluation refers to the ability to delay eval-
uations of expressions until absolutely needed, preventing performance overheads and nonterminating
code [2]. Haskell has laziness by default, which Hudak et al. considered to be one of its highlights,
the other one being its strong type system [17]. Haskell is purely functional, but it also uses monads
[40] to model effects that might involve computations typically done in an imperative manner and
with side effects, such as I/O operations. Such monadic code, as a result, may add to the complexity
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of debugging in Haskell, as it “can be difficult to read.” [40] As is noted by Hudak et al. [17],
conventional debugging approaches to tracing and printing (which are “side effects” to be done with
monads) are rather hard to apply, and that debugging support for Haskell is itself a separate line of
research (such as the GHCi debugger [19], more in Sec. 5.2 below).

Our work concerns how programmers debug when using functional programming languages. In
particular, while laziness is an important concept in some functional languages and popular imperative
languages such as R, the usability of laziness is barely studied [14], let alone its potential impact on
debugging. Furthermore, research in human factors in functional programming is still limited. Despite
the existence of evidence in how functional programmers author code [41], we have little knowledge of
how functional programmers debug their code except for one study with novice Lisp programmers [11].
Our work is a step towards bridging this gap in the literature: to better understand how debugging is
done in functional programming, and to what extent the unique features of functional programming
affect the debugging process.

5.2 Debugging
Debugging is about locating and resolving defects in computer software [4]. As such, the process of
debugging can be broken down into two main segments: locating bugs (or fault localization [21]) and
fixing bugs.

Existing evidence shows a general pattern of how fixing bugs depends on locating bugs, which
requires a thorough understanding of the code and the problematic segment. Katz and Anderson
suggested that programming experience determines the ability to comprehend the context of debug-
ging [11], which further determines the efficiency and success of debugging [3], [42]. However, little
is known about how language- and paradigm-specific factors could result in variations in debugging
strategies. The majority of literature of the debugging activity has been done with imperative lan-
guages such as Fortran [3], Java [5], [6] and JavaScript [33], with both novice and expert programmers.
With functional languages, while there is some research into automated fault localization techniques
for Haskell [43], [44] and OCaml [45], few studies focus on how humans locate bugs in functional
languages, and the sole study that we found was done with novice Lisp programmers [11]. In 2005,
the Haskell maintainers surveyed Haskell programmers for future improvements to the language [19],
[34], which unexpectedly surfaced challenges in debugging Haskell programs. Yet, evidence lacks in
how debugging in Haskell is done and impeded by these challenges.

As a step towards understanding the effects of programming language- and paradigm-specific
factors on debugging experience, we study how expert Haskell programmers debug their code and
whether features of the Haskell language and functional programming in general lead to convenience
or challenges in debugging. Our preliminary results find similarities between strategies for debug-
ging Haskell programs and strategies for debugging programs written in other languages, as existing
literature suggests [3], [5], [11], [32]. Nevertheless, our study also indicates that some features in
Haskell and functional programming (some of which agree with findings from the 2005 GHC survey
[34]) might impede the execution of the identified debugging strategies, such as forming a mental of
execution and adding code to print, which requires further investigation.

In addition, while debugging aids exist for functional languages [19], [28], [46]–[53], whether or
not debugging aids are widely adopted in functional programming remains unknown. Indeed, while
WinHIPE [51], a novice-oriented IDE for a functional language called Hope, has been evaluated with
novice programmers [12], to the best of our knowledge there is no usability study of any debugging
aids for functional languages with expert programmers. Although we study the broader context of how
expert Haskell programmers debug, we are also able to collect evidence regarding the usage pattern
of debugging aids for Haskell (mainly the GHCi debugger [19] and Freja [52], Hood [53], and Hat [28]
that precede it), which could be one step towards evaluating and improving the usability of debugging
aids for Haskell and for functional languages.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
We interviewed four expert Haskell programmers to understand how debugging is done in Haskell
and different from debugging in other languages. We identified several hypotheses to be validated
in future research, mainly: while programmers adopt similar debugging strategies in Haskell to the
strategies used in other languages, there are Haskell- and functional programming-specific features
that might impede executing these strategies. Although some of our findings agree with the 2005 GHC
survey [19], [34], our study further reveals programmers’ frustration with existing debugging support
and Haskell’s declarative syntax and abstractions, which may apply to other functional languages.

Future work could involve an extended interview study that includes more participants with diverse
backgrounds and adopts similar methodology and questions to gather more evidence of debugging
in Haskell. In addition, since Katz and Anderson [11], Romero et al. [5], and Yoon and Garcia
[31] all suggested that programmers might consider different debugging strategies when debugging
unfamiliar code, participants could be interviewed to compare debugging strategies for Haskell code
with different authorship.

Future research could also lead to an observational study in which Haskell programmers debug
code and potentially used existing debugging tools, which could complement the anecdotal findings
from an interview study. An observational study as such could solicit additional insight into debugging
in Haskell, and further identify design opportunities for Haskell debugging aids.
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